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ABSTRACT: State-of-the-art electronic structure calculations
(MR-CISD) are used to map five different dissociation
channels of CH3Cl along the C−Cl coordinate: (i)
CH3(X̃

2A2″) + Cl(2P), (ii) CH3(3s
2A1′) + Cl(2P), (iii)

CH3
+(1A1′) + Cl−(1S), (iv) CH3(3p

2E′) + Cl(2P), and (v)
CH3(3p

2A2″) + Cl(2P). By the first time these latter four
dissociation channels, accessible upon VUV absorption, are
described. The corresponding dissociation limits, obtained at
the MR-CISD+Q level, are 3.70, 9.50, 10.08, 10.76, and 11.01
eV. The first channel can be accessed through nσ* and n3s
states, while the second channel can be accessed through ne3s,
ne3pσ, and σ3s states. The third channel, corresponding to the
CH3

+ + Cl− ion-pair, is accessed through ne3pe states. The
fourth is accessed through ne3pe, ne3pσ, and σ3pσ, while the fifth through σ3pe and σCHσ* states. The population of the diverse
channels is controlled by two geometrical spots, where intersections between multiple states allow a cascade of nonadiabatic
events. The ion-pair dissociation occurs through formation of CH3

+···Cl−and H2CH
+···Cl− intermediate complexes bound by

3.69 and 4.65 eV. The enhanced stability of the H2CH
+···Cl− complex is due to a CH···Cl hydrogen bond. A time-resolved

spectroscopic setup is proposed to detect those complexes.

■ INTRODUCTION

As it is well-known, Cl atoms catalyze O3 decomposition.1,2

Thus, a detailed mapping of its sources is a fundamental
environmental issue. In the stratosphere, these atoms are
significantly generated from photolysis of methyl chloride
(CH3Cl), making this compound particularly important for
atmospheric photochemistry.3,4

The lowest photodissociation channel of clorofluorcarbons
(CFCs) and halocarbons usually involves excitations from
chlorine lone pairs (n) into C−Cl antibonding (σ*) orbitals5−7
induced by UVB or low UVC radiation.8 Although a large
percentage of these molecules photodissociate in the strato-
sphere via this low-lying channel, the surviving molecules can
reach the ionosphere, where vacuum UV (VUV) opens new
dissociation channels after excitation into higher states.9

Moreover, because some of these high excitations have large
transition moments,10,11 the action spectrum is shifted to high
energies, making them specially relevant from the photo-
chemical point of view.
The photodissociation of CH3Cl has been studied at

193.3,12,13 157.6,14−19 and 121.6 nm.13,20 While the first two
excitation wavelengths yield CH3 + Cl as the main photo-

products, the latter also leads to the generation of H atoms with
high yields. Excitation at 193.3 nm (6.41 eV) is expected to
reach the long-wavelength absorption limit of the nσ* band,21

while at 157.6 nm (7.87 eV) it should reach a region of much
larger absorption cross section, already belonging to the n3s
band.21,22

Apart from the well-known photodissociation channels
forming neutral fragments, Tuckett et al.23,24 measured the
cross sections for Cl− generation following photoexcitation of
CH3Cl in the range from 8 to 35 eV and obtained the most
intense peak in the region from 10.5 to 11.9 eV. Moreover, this
peak is much more intense than that reported for CH2Cl

−

formation.23,24 According to a detailed analysis of the
photoabsorption spectrum of CH3Cl in the region from 6 to
12 eV provided by Locht et al.,11 the Cl− peak should
correspond to ns, np, and nd Rydberg states. Previous high-level
calculations at the MR-CISD+Q level indicate that the σ3s and
σ3p Rydberg states lie in the region from ∼11 to 12 eV,22

matching the Cl− peak.23,24
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Given the relevance of methyl chloride for atmospheric
photochemistry, it is somewhat surprising how little theoretical
information is available about its photodissociative processes.
Apart from the study of Granucci et al.,7 in which potential
energy surfaces for the first three singlet states of CH3Cl have
been calculated at the CASPT2 level, theoretical reports
concerning the photochemical mechanisms of CH3Cl fragmen-
tation in the upper atmosphere are scarce.
In this work, we aim at filling this knowledge gap by a

thorough description of the main photodissociation channels of
methyl chloride into CH3 + Cl and CH3

+ + Cl−. High-level ab
initio potential energy profiles for a dozen singlet excited states
are computed along the dissociation coordinate, comprising
essentially the same energy range we have studied previously,
but limited to the Franck−Condon region.22 Strong multi-
reference character, very diffuse Rydberg states, diverse avoided
crossings, exotic complexes, and five different dissociation
channels compose the intricate electronic structure emerging
from this study. Naturally, the description of these channels
requires a deep degree of technicality. We have, however, made
a great effort to rationalize all this information in terms of a
simple picture where CH3Cl relaxes through a cascade of
nonadiabatic processes taking place in two geometrical spots
featuring multiple conical intersections, and feeding the
dissociation channels on the way down, during the relaxation.
This picture is possibly shared by Cl dissociation in many other
CFCs and halocarbons.
Along one of these dissociation channels, we show that Cl−

production is associated with strongly bound CH3
+···Cl− and

H2CH
+···Cl− intermediate complexes. We discuss below that

the latter one, in particular, is stabilized by a CH···Cl hydrogen
bond. CH···Cl hydrogen bonds are odd chemical structures.
They have been almost exclusively reported in the solid
state,25−28 where steric effects hold the complexes together.
They are invariably weak, with the H−Cl distance approx-
imately corresponding to the sum of H and Cl van der Waals
radii (3.0 Å). Searching over thousands of entries in the
Cambridge Structural Database, this distance is never inferior to
2.4 Å.26−28 CH···Cl hydrogen bonds may also occur aided by
metallic bonds29 or by trapping the Cl within the cavities of
macromolecules.30,31 In the present case of the H2CH

+···Cl−

complex, we have not only found out that a CH···Cl double-
charge-assisted hydrogen bond may occur in the gas phase, but
alsowhich is even more astonishingthat it may be very
strong, with a bond distance of only 1.9 Å.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
In most of the calculations, the Cs symmetry has been used and the
symmetry plane corresponds to the yz plane. The 3p lone pair of the
Cl atom, which is along the C−Cl bond, has been named 3pσ. It
interacts with the 2pσ orbital of the CH3 moiety to yield the σCCl and
σCCl* orbitals, hereafter referred as σ and σ*. The degenerate lone
pairs (3px, 3py) are simply designated as ne. Three valence (σCH)
orbitals of CH3, as well as the 3s(C), 3pσ(C), and 3pe(C) Rydberg
orbitals, have also been included in the present study. The n = 3
notation for the Rydberg orbitals has been chosen on the basis of that
of Rogers et al.,23 Antol et al.,32 and Medeiros et al.22

For the muticonfigurational self-consistent (MCSCF) calculations, a
valence complete active space (CAS) was chosen with 12 electrons
(four from the ne orbitals, two from the σ bond, and six from the σCH
orbitals) and seven orbitals (the ne orbitals, σ and σ*, and the three
valence σCH orbitals). These valence orbitals have been included
following the results of Mebel and Lin,33 which reported a valence
state between the two 3p states of CH3. Besides, inclusion of these

orbitals is crucial to guarantee a flexible occupied space and keep the
correct shape of the high-lying 3p(C) Rydberg orbitals upon
dissociation. Four Rydberg orbitals (3s(C), 3pσ(C), 3pe(C)) have
been included in the auxiliary (AUX) space and only single CAS →
AUX excitations were allowed. Eleven singlet states with equal weights
have been included in the state-averaged MCSCF calculations. As Cs
symmetry has been used and the actual symmetry along the potential
energy curves is C3v one needs to compute the average energies of the
correct pairs of A′ and A″ roots to get the energies of the E states. At
the equilibrium geometry the correspondences are 11A1 − 11A′; 11E −
(21A′ + 11A″); 21E − (31A′ + 21A″); 21A1 − 41A′; 31E − (51A′ +
31A″); 11A2 − 41A″; 41E − (61A′ + 51A″); 31A1 − 71A′; 41A1 − 81A′;
51E − (91A′ + 61A″); 51A1 − 101A′.

For the multireference configuration interactions calculations with
singles and doubles (MR-CISD), a slightly different orbital scheme for
generating the reference configuration state functions (CSF) has been
used; that is, the three σCH orbitals are included in the restricted active
space (RAS). The ne, σ, and σ* orbitals have been included in the CAS
space, while the 3s(C), 3pσ(C), 3pe(C) Rydberg orbitals are in the
auxiliary (AUX) space. Only single RAS → CAS and CAS → AUX
excitations are allowed. The total CSF space was built through single
and double excitations from all internal (active + doubly occupied)
into all virtual orbitals. On the basis of previous results obtained for the
CF3Cl molecule,

5,6 the K + L shells of Cl atom along with the K shell
of C atom were kept frozen in all MR-CISD calculations. The
interactive space restriction34 approach has been used at this latter
level.

Size-extensivity corrections have been taken into account by the
generalized Davidson method (MR-CISD+Q).35,36 The COLUMBUS
program system37−40 was used for all calculations. The atomic orbitals
(AO) integrals and AO gradient integrals were calculated through
program modules taken from DALTON.41 The aug-cc-pVXZ (X =
D,T) basis sets for H and Cl and the d-aug-cc-pVXZ (X = D,T) basis
set for C42−45 have been used. The d-aug basis set has been chosen
centered on the C atom as the Rydberg orbitals become more
localized on CH3 fragment as the C−Cl distance increases.

The geometries along the potential energy curves have been
partially optimized for the ground state (relaxed scan along the C−Cl
distance) at the MR-CISD level using only the ne, σ, and σ* orbitals in
the CAS space at both MCSCF and MR-CISD levels. The potential
energy curves consist of single-point calculations at these geometries,
performed using the aforementioned CAS → AUX and the RAS →
CAS → AUX orbitals schemes at the MCSCF and MR-CISD levels,
respectively. The potential energy curves have been computed with the
mixed aug-cc-pVDZ (H,Cl)/d-aug-cc-pVDZ(C) and aug-cc-pVTZ-
(H,Cl)/d″-aug′-cc-pVTZ(C) basis sets, where d″-aug′ refers to double
augmentation of the cc-pVTZ basis set for carbon atom, without f
function in the aug- set and without one d and one f functions in the d-
set.

Dissociation limits have been calculated by performing single-point
calculation using the supermolecule approach for a CH3−Cl distance
of 50 Å with the aug-cc-pVTZ(H,Cl)/d-aug-cc-pVTZ(C) basis set.

Additional full geometry optimizations at the MR-CISD level have
been performed for the CH3

+···Cl− and H2CH
+···Cl− complexes as

well as for the conical intersection between the neσ* and ne3s states
with the aug-cc-pVTZ(H,Cl)/d-aug-cc-pVTZ(C) basis set. In these
cases, the σCH orbitals have been left in the doubly occupied space,
while the CAS space is the same as that used for generating the
geometries in the relaxed scan. For the conical intersection only one
Rydberg orbital (3s(C)) has been included in the AUX space, while
for the complexes no Rydberg orbital has been used. Such choice is
justified by the high relative energies of the remaining states at these
geometries. Moreover, geometry optimizations for the ground state as
well as frequencies calculations have been performed for CH3Cl, CH3,
and CH3

+ at the same level. For CH3Cl only the valence ne(Cl), σ, and
σ* orbitals have been included in the CAS space at both MCSCF (the
lowest three valence states have been averaged) and MR-CISD levels.
For methyl radical, the three σCH and the 2pσ orbitals have been
included in the CAS space, while the four Rydberg orbitals (3s(C) and
3p(C)) are in the AUX space at both levels. As before, only single CAS
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→ AUX excitations are allowed. At the MCSCF level, five states (the
ground state, one 2pσ3s(C), and three 2pσ3p(C)) have been averaged.
For methyl cation, the three σCH and the 2pσorbitals have been
included in the CAS space at both levels, and two states (the ground
and the σCH2pσ states) have been averaged at the MCSCF level.
Analytical gradient techniques46−49 have been employed for all

geometry optimizations at the MR-CISD level, including optimization
at the crossing seam, which also counted on analytical nonadiabatic
coupling vectors.50,51

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ground state equilibrium geometry, calculated at the MR-
CISD level with the aug-cc-pVTZ(H,Cl)/d-aug-cc-pVTZ(C)
basis set, is in good agreement with the experimental one.52

The main difference has been obtained for the C−Cl bond
distance, whose calculated value is 1.818 Å, ∼0.042 Å larger
than the experimental value. A better agreement can be
achieved through the use of more flexible basis sets and/or even
more accurate potential energy surfaces (e.g., at the multi-
reference averaged quadratic coupled level, MR-AQCC40).
However, this is not the purpose of the present investigation.
Vertical Excitation Energies. The vertical excitation

energies of CH3Cl, calculated at the experimental geometry,
have been previously discussed.22 In that work, ten singlet
states (including the ground state) have been studied, namely:
11A1, 1

1E, 21E, 21A1, 3
1E, 11A2, 4

1E, 31A1, 4
1A1, and 51E. Here,

the 51A1 state was additionally included and a total of 11 states
was obtained. Since slight modifications in the active space and
overall computational procedures have been adopted in this
work with respect to the previous one, a brief discussion of the
state characters and vertical excitation energies is in order.
The correspondences between Cs and C3v symmetries have

been double-checked using as criteria both energy and the
characters of each state (the latter, defined in terms of the MR-
CISD weights of all configurations and adopting a 0.1 cutoff
value). The excited states are vertically assigned to the
following excitations (only the dominant excitations are
reported; a complete description of the characters and weights
of each state is given in Table 1): 11E (ne → σ*); 21E (ne →
3s(C)); 21A1(ne → 3pe(C)); 3

1E(ne → 3pe(C)); 1
1A2 (ne →

3pe(C)); 4
1E (ne → 3pσ(C)); 3

1A1 (σ → 3s(C)); 41A1 (σ →
3pσ(C)); 51E (σ → 3pe(C)); 51A1 (σCH → σ*). Vertical

excitation energies, obtained at MR-CISD and MR-CISD+Q
levels with the aug-cc-pVXZ(H,Cl)/d-aug-cc-pVXZ(C) (X =
D,T) basis sets are included in Table 1.
MR-CISD+Q and MR-CISD vertical excitation energy values

generally agree within 0.2 eV, except for the 5 1A1 state, for
which an expressive Davidson correction of ca. 1 eV is
observed. Excluding the 51A1 state, the root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) between the two levels is 0.1 eV for both
basis sets. Consequently, and different from the MR-CISD
picture, the 51A1 state is predicted to appear below the 51E at
the MR-CISD+Q level. This result is probably an artifact, as a
high density of states is expected in the region above 10.0
eV11,22 and only few of the total number of states in this region
have been included in the actual calculations22 due to the very
high computational demand. It is worth mentioning that the
vertical excitation energies of the last three states are higher
than the ionization threshold of 11.29 eV.11 Results obtained
with both basis sets deviate less than 0.3 eV, suggesting that the
aug-cc-pVDZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVDZ(C) basis set is satisfactory
for describing the vertical excitation profile. Including the 51A1
state, the RMSD between MR-CISD results with both basis sets
is only 0.04 eV; for MR-CISD+Q, it is 0.1 eV. This result
supports the subsequent potential energy curves calculations
with the aug-cc-pVDZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVDZ(C) basis set.
A general agreement between the MR-CISD and MR-CISD

+Q results obtained in this work and the experimental data11 is
observed. An excellent agreement is also observed between the
actual and the previous results.22 In fact, all modifications
introduced in the active space and general computational
procedures do not affect the theoretical results. As a detailed
analysis of the vertical excitation energies has already been
done,22 they will not be further discussed.

Potential Energy Curves. Potential energy profiles along
the C−Cl internal coordinate have been computed for all states.
As expected, the CH3 fragment geometry smoothly changes
from pyramidal to planar geometry along the dissociation curve,
and, at the dissociation limit, this fragment is better
characterized as having D3h symmetry. Excited states were
obtained as vertical excited states at each point. The obtained
potential curves are shown in Figure 1.
The ground state curve has a typical dissociation profile for a

bonded species. Along this dissociation curve, the character of

Table 1. Configuration Weights and Vertical Excitation Energies (in eV) at the MR-CISD and MR-CISD+Q Levelsa

vertical excitation energies

MR-CSID MR-CISD+Q MR-CISD MR-CISD+Q

weightsb d-aug-DZe d-aug-TZf previous resultsc experimentald

11A1 (0.86)gs 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
11E (0.54)neσ* + (0.24)ne3s(C) 7.53 7.56 7.52(0.002)g 7.51 7.51 7.25
21E (0.46)ne3s(C) + (0.36)ne3pσ(C) 7.75 7.84 7.80 (0.060) 7.90 7.89 7.75
21A1 (0.86)ne3pe(C) 8.64 8.84 8.70 (0.004) 8.90 8.88 8.82
31E (0.88)ne3pe(C) 8.65 8.85 8.71 (0.022) 8.92 8.90 8.89
11A2 (0.88)ne3pe(C) 8.70 8.90 8.76 (0.000) 8.96 8.95 −
41E (0.44)ne3pσ(C)+(0.27)neσ*+(0.17)ne3s(C) 9.33 9.32 9.32 (0.041) 9.32 9.31 9.20
31A1 (0.81)σ3s(C) 10.91 10.99 10.90 (0.031) 10.97 10.96 −
41A1 (0.71)σ3pσ(C)+ (0.15)σσ* 11.42 11.42 11.43 (0.340) 11.42 11.40 11.64
51E (0.86)σ3pe(C) 11.87 12.01 11.87 (0.035) 12.00 11.98 11.75
51A1 (0.73)σCHσ* 12.83 11.57 12.90 11.87 − −

aOscillator strengths are given in parentheses. The ground state total energies (in hartrees) are given as footnotes. Ground state (gs) total energies
(in hartrees): −499.4275695 (MR-CISD/d-aug-DZ); −499.4642611 (MR-CISD+Q/d-aug-DZ); −499.5216686 (MR-CISD/d-aug-TZ);-
499.5677825 (MR-CISD+Q/d-aug-TZ). bAt the MR-CISD/d-aug-DZ level. cMR-CISD+Q, taken from reference.22 dTaken from reference.11
eaug-cc-pVDZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVDZ(C). faug-cc-pVTZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVTZ(C). gOscillator strengths.
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the molecular orbitals smoothly changes. The σ orbital, for
instance, changes to a Cl nσ(3pσ(Cl)) orbital, whereas the σ*
orbital becomes the CH3 2pσ orbital. The main configuration of
the lowest state changes from a closed shell, doubly occupied
configuration, to the (nσ(Cl))

1(2pσ(C))
1 configuration, which

better characterizes this state at the dissociation limit. The 11E
state also changes its character from neσ* (which is dominant at
the equilibrium geometry) to the (ne(Cl))

1(2pσ(C))
1, accom-

panying the change on the σ* orbital character and leading to
the same dissociation limit as that observed for the 11A1 curve,
namely the CH3(X̃

2A2″) + Cl(2P) dissociation (see Figure 1).
Four other dissociation limits are observed, which can be

assigned to the CH3(3s
2A1′) + Cl(2P) (in Figure 1, the 21E and

31A1 curves), CH3(3p
2E′) + Cl(2P) (the 41A1, 3

1E, 41E, and
11A2 curves), CH3(3p

2A2″) + Cl(2P) (the 51E and 51A1 curves),
and the ion-pair state CH3

+(1A1′) + Cl−(1S) (the 21A1 curve).
These dissociation limits are justified by the connection
between the dominant configurations assigned vertically at

the equilibrium distance and those obtained for each state at
larger displacements (10 Å).
Along the 21E curve the main configuration is the ne3s,

evolving into the (ne(Cl))
1(3s(C))1 configuration at displace-

ments larger than 5 Å, and asymptotically leading to the
CH3(3s

2A1′) + Cl(2P) dissociation limit. The 31A1 potential
curve, for which the σ3s character changes to the (nσ(Cl))

1(3s-
(C))1 as the C−Cl distance increases, also tends to the same
dissociation limit. The 41A1 state changes from σ3pσ to the
(ne(Cl))

1(3pe(C))
1 configuration at larger displacements, while

the 31E and 11A2 states change from ne3pe configuration to
(ne(Cl))

1(3pe(C))
1, and the 41E changes from ne3pσ to

(nσ(Cl))
1(3pe(C))

1; all four states go asymptotically to the
CH3(3p

2E′) + Cl(2P) dissociation limit. Finally, the
51A1(σCHσ*) and 51E (σ3pe) states change, respectively, to
the (nσ(Cl))

1(3pσ(C))
1 and (ne(Cl))

1(3pσ(C))
1 configurations

at larger displacements, yielding the CH3(3p
2A2″) + Cl(2P)

dissociation limit.
No significant differences are observed for the potential

energy profiles calculated at the MR-CISD level with the aug-
cc-pVDZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVDZ (C) and the aug-cc-pVTZ-
(Cl,H)/d″-aug′-cc-pVTZ (C) basis sets, as shown in Figure 2.
Minor differences are only observed at the avoided crossing
between the 31A1 and 4

1A1 states, which is slightly higher at the
TZ basis set and displaced from ∼2.4 Å to 3.0 Å. The TZ
profiles also show a nonphysical discontinuity in the 11A2 curve.
Small deviations (∼0.25 eV) are obtained at the edge of the
curves calculated at the MR-CISD level with the aug-cc-
pVDZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVDZ (C) and the aug-cc-pVTZ-
(Cl,H)/d″-aug′-cc-pVTZ (C) basis sets, as can be seen in
Figure 2.
Several avoided crossings are observed in these potential

curves, yielding changes on the configurations of the states and
leading to different photodissociation channels. A detailed
discussion of these crossings is done below, based on the results
obtained with the aug-cc-pVDZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVDZ(C)
basis set, for which more points have been calculated.

1E Curves. The potential energy profiles with emphasis on
the 1E curves are shown in Figure 3. Three main crossings are

Figure 1. Potential energy curves obtained at the MR-CISD level with
the aug-cc-pVDZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVDZ (C) basis set.

Figure 2. Detailed view of the potential energy curves obtained at the MR-CISD level with (A) aug-cc-pVDZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVDZ(C) and (B)
aug-cc-pVTZ(Cl,H)/d″-aug′-cc-pVTZ(C) basis sets. The arrows indicate the two geometrical spots with multiple crossings.
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observed, between the 11E and 21E states at ca 1.8 Å, between
the 21E and 41E states at 2.0 Å, and between the 41E and 51E
states at 3.3 Å. Configuration exchanges are indicated for two of
these crossings in the figure.
The avoided crossing between the 11E and 21E states is

characterized by the exchange between the neσ* and ne3s(C)
configurations, with some influence of the ne3pσ(C) config-
uration too. As the C−Cl distance increases, the weight of the
ne3pσ(C) configuration decreases in the 21E state, which is
dominated by the ne3s(C) configuration from 2.2 Å on.
A large-gap avoided crossing (not explicitly indicated in

Figure 3) takes place between the 21E and 41E states at 2.0 Å,
characterized by the exchange between the ne3pσ(C) and
ne3s(C) configurations. For displacements larger than 2.2 Å,
the 41E state is better represented by the ne3pσ(C)
configuration. This configuration can be viewed as a
contaminating configuration in the 11E and 21E states, which
can be justified on symmetry grounds. The final neσ* and
ne3s(C) configurations for the 11E and 21E states are
responsible for the CH3(X̃

2A2″) + Cl(2P) and CH3(3s
2A1′) +

Cl(2P) dissociation channels (see Figure 1). Additional details
concerning the configurations around the 11E/21E and 21E/41E
avoided crossings are given in the Supporting Information.
In the avoided crossing between the 41E and 51E states, the

(ne3pσ) and (nσ3pe) dominant configurations are interchanged.
After the avoided crossing, the 41E curve (now with the
dominant (nσ3pe) configuration) dissociates as CH3(3p

2E′) +
Cl(2P) and the 51E curve (ne3pσ) yields (along with the 51A1
state) the CH3(3p

2A2″) + Cl(2P) channel (see Figure 1).
Jahn−Teller Effect in the 11E and 21E States. As

discussed above, an avoided crossing between the 11E and 21E
states takes place at 1.8 Å, slightly before the equilibrium
distance (see Figure 3). As both states have E representation,
they are subject to the Jahn−Teller effect. Excitation to the 11E
state, which at the equilibrium geometry corresponds to an nσ*
state, should induce symmetry-breaking vibrational movements,
lowering the symmetry from C3v to Cs.

11 However, both 21A′
and 11A″ states are highly repulsive along the C−Cl coordinate.
Thus, departure from C3v symmetry hardly affects the CH3 + Cl

dissociation channel, as at very large distances the degeneracy is
recovered. Besides, it is clear from Figure 1 that they also
become degenerate with the 11A′ state due to the equivalence
between the three Cl lone pairs orbitals.
On the other hand, the Jahn−Teller effect in the 21E (n3s)

state may play a different role in the appearance of the CH3 +
Cl dissociation channel. As in the case of 11E state, vertical
excitation to 21E also leads to Cs symmetry. Consequently, an
energy splitting of the 1A′ and 1A″ components of both 11E and
21E states can yield a crossing between the 31A′ and 11A″
states, as at C3v symmetry the energy difference between the
11E and 21E states is already small (∼0.3 eV, see Figure 3).
Such crossing is actually a conical intersection which, after full
geometry optimization, leads to the structure shown in the
Supporting Information, where it is discussed in detail.

1A1 Curves. Figure 4 delivers a detailed view of the 1A1
potential energy curves. Avoided crossings between the 21A1

and 31A1 and between the 31A1 and 41A1 states are observed
around 2.1 and 2.4 Å, respectively.
At 1.7 Å, the dominant configurations of the 41A1, 3

1A1, and
21A1 states are σ3pσ, σ3s, and ne3pe, respectively, although the
former also shows minor contribution of the σσ* excitation.
The first observed change of configurations is between the 41A1
and 31A1 states (around 1.9 Å), where the weight of the σσ*
excitation increases in the wave function of the 31A1 state. An
avoided crossing is then observed between the 31A1 and 21A1
states around 2.1 Å, from which the σσ* character is transferred
to the 21A1 state. Moreover, around 2.4 Å, the 31A1 and 41A1
states exchange characters again, the former gaining (nσ
(Cl))1(3s(C))1 character, whereas the latter becomes a ne3pe
state, which originally was the main component of the 21A1
state.
The σσ* character remains dominant in the 21A1 state up to

approximately 2.6 Å (not shown in Figure 4), where the closed
shell configuration, formerly observed in the 11A1 (ground
state), mixes with the σσ* excitation. A broad avoided crossing
is observed between these states. In the region from 2.7−3.0 Å,
the shapes and characters of orbitals are also changing, from the

Figure 3. Detailed view of the potential energy curves for the 1E states,
obtained at the MR-CISD level with aug-cc-pVDZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-
pVDZ basis set. Configurations involved in the main avoided crossings
are indicated.

Figure 4. Detailed view of the potential energy curves for the 1A1
states, obtained at the MR-CISD level with aug-cc-pVDZ(Cl,H)/d-
aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. An avoided crossing is indicated by dotted
lines. The vertical dotted line indicates the 1A1 states at the
experimental C−Cl distance.
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σ and σ* molecular orbitals to Cl nσ(3pσ(Cl)) and 2pσ(CH3)
orbitals. The σσ* and the closed shell configurations are, in this
region, better characterized as (nσ(Cl))

1(2pσ(CH3))
1 and

(nσ(Cl))
2(2pσ(CH3))

0, respectively. After the avoided crossing,
these are the dominant configurations in 11A1 and 21A1 states,
leading to the homolytic ground state dissociation (curve 11A1
in Figure 1) and to the CH3

+···Cl− complex formation (as it will
be discussed later), which further dissociates into CH3

+ and Cl−

ions (curve 21A1 in Figure 1).
At very large distances (∼15 Å) there is an avoided crossing

between the 21A1 and 3
1A1 states. Thus, after 15 Å, one has 2

1E
and 21A1 dissociating as CH3(3s

2A1′) + Cl(2P), while 31A1
correlates with the CH3

+(1A1′) + Cl−(1S) dissociation channel
(see Table 2 and Figure 5).

Dissociation Limits. Dissociation limits were determined
from the potential curves extended to 50 Å, relative to the
calculated ground state energy at the experimental geometry.
This large displacement was adopted to guarantee a negligible
interaction between the fragments, which is especially
important for the ionic dissociation limit due to the Coulomb
attractive potential. Nevertheless, the relative energy for the
latter (taken from the potential energy curve) was further
corrected by the R−1 Coulomb term (which is 0.29 eV at 50 Å).
The ground state dissociation energy has been determined by

Chen and co-workers as 3.59 eV.53 The CH3Cl and CH3

vibrational zero point energies (ZPE), as computed at MR-
CISD level with the aug-cc-pVTZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVTZ(C)
basis set, are 8544 and 6529 cm−1, respectively, yielding an
estimate of 3.84 eV for the corrected ground state dissociation
limit. Our calculated dissociation limit, at the MR-CISD+Q
level with the mixed aug-cc-pVTZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVTZ(C)
basis set, is 3.70 eV, which is in very good agreement with the
value of 3.84 eV.
The energies of the CH3(3s

2A1′) + Cl(2P), CH3(3p
2E′) +

Cl(2P), and CH3(3p
2A2″) + Cl(2P) dissociation channels can

be obtained from the vertical excitation energies of the CH3
radical. These latter energies have been computed by Mebel
and Lin as 5.86, 6.95, and 7.37 eV (X̃2A2″ → 3s2A1′, X̃2A2″ →
3p2E′, and X̃2A2″ → 3p2A2″, respectively).33 Later, Bauerfeldt
and Lischka reported values of 5.81 and 7.07 eV, at the MR-
CISD+Q/d-aug-cc-pVDZ level, for theX̃2A2″ → 3s2A1′ and
X̃2A2″ → 3p2A2″ excitations,54 in good agreement with the
aforementioned results.33 As the most complete set of results
has been reported by Mebel and Lin, their values are taken for
comparison. By summing their results with the corrected
experimental ground state dissociation energy (3.84 eV), the
CH3(3s

2A1′) + Cl(2P), CH3(3p
2E′) + Cl(2P), and

CH3(3p
2A2″) + Cl(2P) dissociation limits can be predicted as

9.70, 10.79, and 11.21 eV. At the MR-CISD+Q level, our
calculated values for the corresponding dissociation limits are
9.50, 10.76, and 11.01 eV, which agree well with the reference
values.
Literature data for the CH3 vertical ionization energy and for

the chlorine atom electron affinity were used to predict the
reference value for the CH3

+(1A1′) + Cl−(1S) dissociation limit.
The vertical ionization energy of CH3 has been determined by
Houle and Beauchamp as 9.84 eV.55 The Cl electron affinity,
3.61 eV, was taken from NIST.56 Using these values along with
the corrected ground state dissociation energy (3.84 eV), the
ionic dissociation limit is predicted as 10.07 eV, while the
calculated value at the MR-CISD+Q level with the aug-cc-
pVTZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVTZ(C) basis set is 10.08 eV.
The results for dissociation limits and literature data are

summarized in Table 2, holding very good agreement with the
reference values.

Table 2. Dissociation Limits Calculated at the MR-CISD+Q
Level with the Mixed aug-cc-pVTZ (Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-
pVTZ(C) Basis Seta

dissociation limits

bound states dissociation channel
MR-CISD

+Q
reference
valueb

11A1, 1
1E CH3(X̃

2A2″) + Cl(2P) 3.70 3.84
21E, 21A1 CH3(3s

2A1′) + Cl(2P) 9.50 9.70
31A1 CH3

+(1A1′) + Cl−(1S) 10.08 10.07
11A2, 3

1E, 41E, 41A1 CH3(3p
2E′) + Cl(2P) 10.76 10.79

51E, 51A1 CH3(3p
2A2″) + Cl(2P) 11.01 11.21

aAll values are expressed in eV. bSee text for details.

Figure 5. Avoided crossing between the 21A1 and 31A1 states. (A) General overview. (B) Detailed view. The dissociation channels involving these
two states are also shown. Before the avoided crossing 21E is degenerate with 31A1, while after it becomes degenerate with 21A1 (see Figure 1).
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Characterization of the CH3
+···Cl− and H2CH

+···Cl−
Complexes. An analysis of the 21A1 curve in Figure 1 suggests
that a stationary point correlating with the CH3

+ + Cl−

dissociation should be found at ca. 3.4 Å. To assess its
structure, a full geometry optimization under Cs symmetry
restrictions has been performed at the MR-CISD level. It
converged to a CH3

+···Cl− electrostatic complex with a C3v
geometry in which the C−Cl axis lies perpendicular to the
plane containing the CH3 fragment (the C−Cl distance is 3.298
Å, see Figure 6). This complex is strongly bound by 3.69 eV
(MRCI+Q; ZPE corrected) with respect to the CH3

+(1A1′) +
Cl−(1S) dissociation limit.

A normal-mode analysis showed that this electrostatic
complex is not a minimum and has two imaginary frequencies
(322i and 321i cm−1). After following the normal modes
corresponding to those imaginary frequencies, a new geometry
optimization revealed the true minimum, a H2CH

+···Cl−

complex. This latter complex has C2v symmetry and is also
shown in Figure 6. A similar complex was observed for the
CH3F molecule, as reported by Bauerfeldt and Lischka.54

In the H2CH
+···Cl− complex, the C−Cl and C−H′ distances

are 3.044 and 1.152 Å. The ClCH′ angle is 0.0°. The C−H
distances are 1.082 Å and the HCH and HCH′ angles are
116.5° and 121.7°, respectively. The following vibrational
wavenumbers were obtained for the H2CH

+···Cl− complex:
3330, 3251, 2346, 1536, 1481, 1425, 796, 434, and 277 cm−1.
The Cl−H′ distance of 1.892 Å in the complex is much longer
than the 1.275 Å of the bound HCl,57 but much still shorter
than 2.95 Å, the sum of van der Waals radii of H and Cl.
At the geometry corresponding to the CH3

+···Cl− electro-
static complex (the minimum of the 21A1 curve in Figure 1), a
reasonably high admixture between closed-shell ionic and σσ*
configurations has been obtained: 0.59(nσ(Cl))

2 + 0.25σσ*.
However, for the H2CH

+···Cl− complex (which is a minimum
in the 31A′ surface), such admixture is significantly reduced:
0.75(nσ(Cl))

2 + 0.11σσ*. Both species are very polar. In
particular, the H2CH

+···Cl− complex has dipole moment of
10.41 D (MR-CISD level) and large charge separation; it can
be described as (H2CH)

+δ ···Cl−δ, with δ = 0.88 (from
Mulliken’s population analysis).
The H2CH

+···Cl− complex lies 4.88 eV above the ground
state (CH3Cl(1

1A1)) and is strongly bound by 4.65 eV (MR-
CISD+Q; ZPE corrected) with respect to the CH3

+(1A1′) +
Cl−(1S) dissociation limit. (The total energies of the H2CH

+···
Cl− complex at the MR-CISD and MR-CISD+Q levels, with
the aug-cc-pVTZ(H,Cl)/d-aug-cc-pVTZ(C) basis set, are
−499.3262452 and −499.3809926 hartree, respectively).
The CH···Cl Hydrogen Bond. We have seen that along the

21A1 state, a CH3
+···Cl−electrostatically bound complex is

formed. Upon rotational relaxation, it gives origin to a
H2CH

+···Cl− complex, 0.96 eV more stable. In this latter
geometry, the linearity of the CH···Cl atoms arrangement

immediately poses the question whether there is a hydrogen
bond contributing to hold the H2CH

+···Cl− complex together.
This is not a straightforward question to answer first because
we are dealing with a ion-pair where the electrostatic attraction
naturally overpowers the dipole−induced dipoles; second, we
are dealing with electronically excited species; third, as we
discuss in the Introduction, CH···Cl hydrogen bonds are rare
and restricted to molecules very different from that we
investigate here.
We have, therefore, tackled the problem from a formal

perspective. In 2011, IUPAC has proposed an updated
definition of hydrogen bond, flexible enough to encompass
the large variety of bonds that lies under this category.58,59 It
has also proposed a series of criteria that a bond should satisfy
to be characterized as hydrogen bond. In the Supporting
Information, we analyze the CH···Cl bond in the H2CH

+···Cl−

complex against this definition and each of these criteria, and
show that it may be characterized as a hydrogen bond. In fact,
to be more precise, the bond holding the H2CH

+···Cl− complex
together is primarily a monopole-monopole bond, with
additional (strong) stabilization due to an underlying CH···Cl
hydrogen bond.
All reported cases of CH···Cl hydrogen bonds so far take

place within sterically restricted environments of crystals and
molecular cavities. In the case of the H2CH

+···Cl− complex, the
monopole-monopole interaction plays the same role as those
steric interactions, holding together the bonded groups
allowing the CH···Cl stabilization. In terms of the chemical
leitmotif described by Gilli and Gilli,60 this bond can be
considered a double-charge assisted hydrogen bond.

Nonadiabatic Relaxation and Formation of Cl−. The
connection between previously reported experimental results
related to the ionic dissociation channel and the theoretical
results obtained in this work is worthy of attention. As already
mentioned, the Cl− cross section peaks in the region from
10.5−11.9 eV.23 Moreover, the chloride anion channel was
shown to prevail over the appearance of other possible anions.
On the basis of the theoretical results, we may propose the
following formation mechanism for Cl−.
The Cl− elimination should start with photoexcitation of

CH3Cl into the 41A1 state, a bright state with 0.340 oscillator
strength and 11.42 eV vertical excitation according to MR-
CISD+Q (see Table 1). The system should then quickly relax
by stretching the C−Cl distance to 2.5 Å (see Figure 1). There,
a cascade of nonadiabatic processes starts, bringing the
molecule to lower excited states. From Figure 1, we see that
there are two main spots for this nonadiabatic cascade: (1) the
multiple crossings between 41A1, 3

1A1, 4
1E, 11A2, and 3

1E states
occurring at ∼2.4 Å; and (2) the multiple crossings between
11A2, 3

1E, and 21A1 states at ∼1.8 Å. These two spots are
indicated by arrows in Figure 2A.
Following this deactivation process, all five dissociation

channels can be populated. The fraction of the population that
ends up in the 21A1 state may form the CH3

+···Cl− electrostatic
complex and finally dissociate along the CH3

+ + Cl− channel.
The H2CH

+···Cl− complex should not be formed because of
the large excess of the vibrational energy in the 21A1 state.
The origin of the cross section at 10 eV (see Figure 4(b)

from ref 23) matches very well our dissociation limit for the
21A1 ion-pair state (10.08 eV, Table 2). The vibrational
structure in this experimental band also indicates that bound
states are populated during the predissociation. These bound
states should mainly be the 41A1 state (which is initially

Figure 6. Structures of CH3Cl ground state (left) and of the CH3
+···

Cl− (center) and H2CH
+···Cl− (right) complexes. Bond distance

values are in Å. The structures have been obtained at the MR-CISD
level with the aug-cc-pVTZ(Cl,H)/d-aug-cc-pVTZ(C) basis set.
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photoexcited), along with the 31A1 and 51E states. All these
three states have clear wells with minima above 9.3 eV (Figure
1). The fading of the vibrational structure at ∼11 eV also
corroborates this assignment, matching our calculated dissoci-
ation limit at 10.76 eV (Table 2). If the bound state were the
41E, the spectrum would start at ∼9 eV; if it were the 21E, we
would not see any vibrational progression because of the
dissociation limit at 9.5 eV.
Detection of the H2CH

+···Cl− Complex. We have shown
that the H2CH

+···Cl− complex is very stable. However, because
its minimum geometry is much displaced in relation to the
Franck−Condon region, we should not expect a vibrationally
resolved band in the absorption spectrum of CH3Cl around 6
eV, the bottom of 21A1 state. Indeed, no sign of vibrational
structure corresponding to this complex can be seen in the
experimental absorption spectrum (see, for instance, Figure 2
from ref 21).
Alternatively, the H2CH

+···Cl− complex may be detectable by
time-resolved spectroscopy. This is still not trivial because, due
to the same displacement of the minimum, it should not be
possible to directly excite the 21A1 from the ground state.
Therefore, as schematically depicted in Figure 7, the detection
of the H2CH

+···Cl− complex may require a sequence of three
femtosecond-resolved laser pulses, to indirectly excite and
probe the 21A1 state.

The first pulse (hν1 ∼ 7 eV) should excite the 11E band.
After a short delay (τ1), probably inferior to 100 fs, the second
pulse (hν2 ∼ 3 eV) should populate the 21A1 state, where the
H2CH

+···Cl− complex is formed. Finally, the third pulse
delayed by τ2 should ionize the complex. Taking into account
that the ionization potential of CH3Cl is 11.29 eV,11 a third
pulse set to hν3 ∼ 5 eV will probe only the complex. Such a
three pulses scheme should make CH3Cl a show case for
femtosecond 2D Fourier transform spectroscopy.61

■ CONCLUSION
For the first time, highly correlated electronic structure
calculations (MR-CISD) have been performed to elucidate
the CH3Cl photodissociation pathways. The yielded potential
energy curves, along with complementary energetic data, can be
the grounds for a comprehensive assignment and interpretation

of the experimental data concerning the electronic states of the
generated photofragments.
Five dissociation channels along the C−Cl coordinate have

been identified and characterized: (i) CH3(X̃
2A2″) + Cl(2P),

(ii) CH3(3s
2A1′) + Cl(2P), (iii) CH3

+(1A1′) + Cl−(1S), (iv)
CH3(3p

2E′) + Cl(2P), and (v) CH3(3p
2A2″) + Cl(2P). The first

channel can be accessed through nσ* and n3s states, while the
second channel can be accessed through ne3s, ne3pσ, and σ3s
states. The third channel, corresponding to an ion-pair
formation, is accessed through ne3pe states. The fourth is
accessed through ne3pe, ne3pσ, and σ3pσ, while the fifth through
σ3pe and σCHσ* states. Their relative dissociation limits deviate
by at most 0.2 eV from previously reported data.
Our theoretical analysis provides a complete rationalization

for the nonadiabatic relaxation of CH3Cl and, in particular, the
formation mechanism of Cl−after photoexcitation. It confirms
the assumption made by Rogers et al.23 that chloride anion is
formed indirectly by crossing Rydberg states of the parent
molecule until the ion-pair surface is reached. We discuss that
there are two geometrical spots at C−Cl distances of 1.8 and
2.4 Å, where multiple state intersections should promote a
cascade of nonadiabatic events, bringing the molecule to lower
excited states and feeding the diverse channels.
Finally, we show that along the ion-pair state (21A1), a

strongly bound CH3
+···Cl− electrostatic complex is formed at

C−Cl distance of 3.3 Å. Upon rotational relaxation, this
complex is further stabilized by a CH···Cl double-charge-
assisted hydrogen bond, giving rise to a H2CH

+···Cl− complex.
On the basis of the theoretical results, a three-pulses time-
resolved spectroscopic setup is suggested to detect the
H2CH

+···Cl− complex.
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